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To study an abrupt phenomenon of a scramjet in theMach-number variation process, a scramjet model was tested

in the simulated acceleration and deceleration conditions between the flightMach numbers of 5.0 and 6.0. The results

showed that once the flame stabilization changes, the pressure and thrustwill meet the abrupt change simultaneously,

while three typical flame stabilization and two types of transformation processes were found. One is the switching

between the jet-wake flameand the cavity shear-layer flamedirectly, accompaniedby one abrupt change. The other is

the switching of the first two flame stabilizations, combined with the cavity shear-layer/recirculation flame,

accompanied by two abrupt changes. The reduction in the range of the equivalence ratio and the process of

increasing the Mach number will promote the appearance of the second type with two abrupt changes, and the

process of increasing equivalence ratio anddecreasingMachnumbermakes the first typewith onlyone abrupt change

more likely to occur. In other words, the characteristics of the abrupt change during the flame stabilization transition

process are determined by the combined effect of the changing paths of the incoming flow condition and the

equivalence ratio. The actual process of Mach- number variation has an obvious historical effect on the flame

stabilization transition.

I. Introduction

I N RECENTyears, near-space vehicles have become the research
focus in major aerospace countries. Scramjet is an ideal thruster

for near-space vehicles. The air-breathing cycle can achieve a high

specific impulse without carrying an oxidizer, which has obvious

advantages over rocket engines. However, due to the high-velocity
airflow and short residence time in the combustor of the engine, flame

stability has always been a key issue in scramjet engine research [1–4].
In early experimental studies, measurement means were scarce,

and combustion test data were generally limited to pressure [5–8].

Then the one-dimensional Mach number along the range was deter-

mined, which is an inversion result from the pressure. Based on such

analysis means, the engine was classified into the two operating
modes of supersonic combustion mode or subsonic combustion

mode according to the Mach-number distribution. In the past few

decades, some advanced measurement technologies have gradually

been applied to scramjet ground tests. Researchers can directly
observe the flowfield structure and flame pattern, which is helpful

to classify the types of flame stabilization modes. Therefore, more

and more scholars began to study the flame in the combustor [9–11].
According to the results of the direct-connect experiment, Driscoll

et al. [12,13] found that there are two distinct flame stabilization

locations in the combustor for different total temperatures of the

incoming flow: one is anchored at the leading edge of the cavity by
heat release in the cavity shear layer, and the other is stabilized a short

distance downstream of the fuel-injection jet in the jet wake. Fur-

thermore, Rasmussen et al. [14,15] found two characteristics of
cavity-stabilized flames. One is the flame stability in the shear layer,

and the other is the flame stability in the cavity. These locationswould
vary, as the equivalence ratio of fuel and location of fuel injectors are

varied [16]. Experimental observations and numerical simulation
were carried out to study the flame stabilization mechanism in a
supersonic combustor by Sun et al. [17]. Different cavity configura-

tions will lead to different flame stabilization modes [18]. According
to the flame structure and location of the direct-connect experiment,

Wang et al. [19,20] indicated that there are three flame modes:
cavity assisted jet-wake stabilized flame, cavity shear-layer stabili-

zed flame, and combined cavity shear-layer/recirculation stabilized
flame. The combustion intensity of the jet-wake stabilized flame is

stronger than the combustion intensity of the combined cavity shear-
layer/recirculation stabilized flame, and both are stronger than the
combustion intensity of the cavity shear-layer stabilized flame. Dif-

ferent flame stabilization modes have different characteristics of the
pressure distribution. A typical pressure distribution along the way

under different flame stabilization modes was given by Yuan et al.
[21]. The start of the pressure rise is within the isolator, which

means that the flame stabilization mode is jet-wake stabilized com-
bustion. When the flame stabilization mode is combined with cavity

shear-layer/recirculation stabilized combustion, the maximum pres-
sure rise is at the rear edge or downstream of the cavity. If the
maximum pressure rise is relatively small and inside the cavity, the

flame stabilization mode is a cavity shear-layer stabilized flame.
Different pressure distribution characteristics in different flame sta-

bilization modes mean different thrust performances. Therefore, the

transition of the flame stabilization mode may cause abrupt changes in
wall pressure and thrust. Abrupt changes in pressure and engine thrust
are detrimental to vehicle control, and many studies have been carried

out on these. Therefore, experiments with different equivalence ratios
under the conditions of constant Mach flow supplied by the direct-

connect supersonic combustor facility were carried out. The equiva-
lence ratio changes only a certain amount near a certain quantitative

ratio, and the variation in the pressure will meet an abrupt change
[22–24]. The preceding experiments are achieved by adjusting the

equivalence ratio at discrete points to achieve the change in the equiv-
alence ratio. To further study the dynamic process of pressuremutation,
researchers conducted many experiments to continuously increase the

equivalence ratio. Xiao et al. [25] found that an increase in the equiv-
alence ratio would result in an abrupt change in pressure. Zhang et al.

[26] used the strut configuration to study the abrupt changes in wall
pressure and thrust under the conditions of Ma 5.0 and a variable

equivalence ratio.ALaval nozzle of alterable throat areawas developed
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by Zhang et al. [27] to change the incoming flow Mach number at the
entrance to the isolator, and different pressure- distribution variations
were obtained by changing the incoming flow Mach number and total
pressure at a constant equivalence ratio. Kouchi et al. [28] conducted a
numerical simulation of a compression scramjet engine under Mach 6
flight conditions and captured the abrupt change in thrust. Turner and
Smart [29] found that certain engine configurations will have an abrupt
change in the thrust coefficient. In the preceding research, abrupt
changes in pressure and thrustwere believed to be causedby conversion
of the combustion mode. Through three-dimensional numerical calcu-
lations, X. Zhang [30,31] proved that the root cause of the abrupt
changes was the flame stabilization mode transition.
In previous research, the study on abrupt changes in pressure and

thrust used mainly a direct-connect scramjet model and focused on
the effect of the equivalence ratio at a fixedMach number. Due to the
historical effect of combustion, the variation in the incoming Mach
number will also cause a mode transition [27]. The variation in the
Mach number will inevitably be coupled with the equivalence ratio,
which may bring new changes to the aforementioned abrupt-
change-phenomenon/steady-flame mode transition process. Cur-
rently, due to the limitation of experimental equipment and the
large amount of calculation in the variation process of the Mach
number, there are few relevant studies in this area.With the develop-
ment of the scramjet, the cognitive demand in this area has become
more urgent. The thrust of the engine is jointly determined by the
inlet, combustor, and nozzle [32]. The lack of inlets and nozzles in
the direct-connected scramjet model leads to an inaccurate evalu-
ation of thrust during experiments. Therefore, the current paper
experimentally investigates the influence of variable Mach flow
conditions on the abrupt change in pressure and thrust of the
scramjet model with cavity configuration, by the variable-Mach-
number hypersonic-propulsion test facility.

II. Experimental Approach

A. Variable-Mach-Number Hypersonic-Propulsion Test Facility

The experiments were performed at the variable-Mach-number
hypersonic-propulsion test facility of the Institute of Mechanics,
Chinese Academy of Sciences. This facility shown in Fig. 1 can
simulate the inflow conditions of a maximum total temperature of
1950 K and a total pressure of 6 MPa within an effective operating
time of 100 s. The outlet size of the wind-tunnel nozzle is 330
× 330 mm, providing nominal freestream Mach numbers from 4.5
to 6.5, although the actual range can be larger. The specific operating
range of the wind tunnel is shown in Table 1. The variable-Mach
hypersonic-propulsion test facility consists mainly of four parts:
heater, nozzle, test section, and ejector. The heater and the nozzle
are the core parts of the facility and have an accurate adjustment
capacity to achieve theMach number variation. The specific nozzle is
a rectangular variable-Mach-number nozzle, and the nozzle outlet
size is fixed. During the running time, the lower wall of the nozzle
rotates around the lower edge of the nozzle outlet to change the nozzle
throat area and implement the continuous variation of the Mach
number. In addition, to obtain high total temperature and total pres-
sure, hydrogen is burned with air in the heater while oxygen is
supplied to maintain a 21% mole fraction of oxygen. The stagnation

parameters of the incoming flow can be varied by adjusting the mass
flow rates of hydrogen, oxygen, and air. The valve adjustment system
is introduced to ensure that the mass flow rate of each component in
real timematches the dynamic variation of theMach number, the total
pressure, and the total temperature to perfectly simulate the real-time
variation process of the scramjet in actual flight.
Considering the complexity of variable–Mach-number engine tests,

the following is a brief description of the experimental procedures
and the time sequence in this paper in conjunction with Fig. 2. At the
start of the test, the ejector will be the first to turn on to establish the
vacuum condition required for the nozzle to start. Once the vacuum is
stabilized, the heater will operate to create a steady high-enthalpy
incoming flow and establish the initial wind-tunnel flowfield from
time t1. Subsequently, pilot hydrogen is injected into the combustor
and ignited by spark plugs.The easy ignition andhigh calorific value of
hydrogen is used as a high-energy ignition source to ignite the sub-
sequent injection of ethylene fuel.When stable combustion of ethylene
is obtained, the pilot hydrogen injection will be turned off to ensure
that the subsequent period is a pure ethylene burning phase for the
effective test time. During this period, thewind tunnel will accomplish
the process of variable-Mach-number adjustment, and ethylene fuel
injection will also be adjusted in real time as the incoming flow
changes. The entire pure ethylene test time is approximately 4.7 s,
starting from t4 � 15.0 s and ending at t7 � 19.7 s. The Mach num-
ber varies linearly from t5 � 15.6 s to t6 � 18.8 s.

B. Scramjet Model and Test Conditions

The scramjet model studied in this paper has a total length of
approximately 2.0 m, including the inlet, isolator, combustor, and

Fig. 1 The variable Mach hypersonic-propulsion test facility.

Table 1 Typical calibration result of the continuously

variable-Mach-number hypersonic- propulsion test facility

Nominal Mach number variation range 4.5–6.5
Flight altitude range 20–30 km
Maximum total pressure 6.0 MPa
Maximum total temperature 1950 K
Dimensions of nozzle outlet 330 mm × 330 mm

Maximum mass flow rate 20 kg∕s
Maximum running time 100 s

Fig. 2 Brief description of the experimental steps and the time sequence.
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nozzle. The structure and dimensions are shown in Fig. 3. The inlet
adopts a two-stage compression design of a 6 deg oblique shockwave
and a 4.5 deg isentropic wave, with a capture area of 150 × 80 mm2

and a length of 715 mm. The inlet throat is 40 mm high, and an
isolator that is 240 mm long directly follows the throat. The combus-
tor behind the isolator has a constant-width expansion structure with
an expansion angle of 2.8 deg. The total length and exit height of the
combustor are 670 and 72.75 mm, respectively. Behind the combus-
tor is the nozzle with a length of 396 mm. The front section of the

nozzle is an equal straight section with a length of 80 mm that then
expands to 150 mm in exit height, which is the same as the capture
height of the inlet. The combustor adopts a double-row four-cavity
structure, and the cavities on the upper and lower walls are designed
symmetrically in the flow direction. The positions of the cavities
relative to the combustor entrance are 100 and 506 mm. The specific

structure of a single cavity and the size of the injection holes are
shown in Fig. 4. The depth and length of the cavity and the angle of
the trailing edge of the cavity are 17 mm, 65 mm, and 22.5 deg,
respectively. The ethylene injection holes and the hydrogen guiding
injection holes are located 60 and 10 mm upstream of the cavity,
respectively, and the igniter is located at the bottom of the cavity. Three

injectors of ethylene are distributedwith an equal spanwise-distance of
18 mm in the upper and lower walls of the combustor. Each injector
of ethylene has circular cross sections with the same diameter of
2.0 mm. There were five 0.8- mm-diameter porthole injectors of
hydrogen with an equal spanwise-distance of 13.3 mm on each side
of the upper and lower walls of the combustor.

To improve the starting ability of the wind tunnel and maintain the
uniformity of the engine inlet flowfield, the inlet of the scramjet
model was designed as a truncated inlet. Specifically, this paper
removes the first-stage 6 deg compression from the previously
designed three-stage compression inlet and retains only the sub-
sequent two-stage compression. Then, the internal flowpath is turned
to the level of the first-stage compression surface, to obtain the
preceding two-stage-compression truncated inlet. Corresponding to
the truncated inlet, the incoming flow parameters of the wind tunnel
will also be adjusted to the parameters of the flight incoming flow
conditions compressed by 6.4 deg, considering the additional effect
of the boundary layer. For the actual flight simulation in this paper,
the actual wind-tunnel inflow conditions of the airflow parameters
after simulated flight conditions are virtually compressed through the
inlet at 6.4 deg under the conditions ofMa 5.0 acceleration toMa 6.0.
Therefore, corresponding to the process of wind-tunnel airflow
acceleration from Ma 4.4 to Ma 5.1, the specific parameters are
shown in Table 2. In the following description and analysis, to avoid
confusion between the simulated flight Mach number and the actual
testMach number, the flightMach numbers will be used to character-
ize the test conditions.
For the same purpose, to reduce the frontal area of the engine, the

nozzle of the scramjet model is also truncated. In addition, a rectan-
gular nozzle extension cover with a half-open structure is installed at
the nozzle outlet in Fig. 5 to extend the nozzle uniformarea to cover the
engine inlet. Furthermore, two oblique baffles are added on both sides
of the inlet forebody to avoid the impact of the three-dimensional flow
and obtain the two-dimensional flowfield for the inlet.

C. Measurement Facilities

Because the test in this article involves multiple variable parameter
systems, both the test facility and the scramjetmodel are equippedwith
multiple test systems. The following will be introduced one by one.
The first is the system of the facility. To monitor the variations in the
incoming flow, the pressure sensor UNIK 5000 by General Electric
with a pressure measurement accuracy of 0.1% full scale (herein
abbreviated as FS) was installed upstream of the nozzle. The FS of
the pressure sensor is 20MPa.At the same time, a set of displacement
sensors is installed at the throat of the variable-Mach-number nozzle
tomeasure the geometric state of this nozzle. Ethylene fuel undergoes
dynamic adjustment of the equivalent ratio through an electric pres-
sure reducing valve, and its flow is obtained with a differential-
pressure orifice flowmeter. The differential-pressure transmitter has
a range of 0.4–40 kPa and an accuracy of 0.1% FS, which can ensure
high-precision flow measurement.
For the scramjet model, the wall pressure measurement and the

direct thrust measurement are used mainly to obtain the internal
flowfield and performance of the engine. Specifically, as shown in
Fig. 2, 60 pressure measuring points are arranged on the upper and
lower walls of the scramjet model. Therewere 27 (U1–U27) pressure

Fig. 3 Geometric parameters of the scramjet model.

Fig. 4 Schematic of the cavity.

Table 2 Correspondence between flight conditions and variable Mach hypersonic-propulsion- test-facility flow conditions

Flight condition Test condition

Mach number
Static pressure,

kPa Total temperature, K
Total pressure,

MPa Mach number
Static pressure,

kPa Total temperature, K
Total pressure,

MPa

6.0 2.11 1513 3.88 5.1 5.06 1513 3.63
5.0 2.88 1185 1.66 4.4 6.07 1185 1.59
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measuring points on the upper wall, and 33 (D1–D33) pressure
measuring points on the lower wall. Wall pressure is measured with
the DTC Initium ESP-32HD electronic pressure scanning module
with 0.25% accuracy and a 652 Hz sampling frequency. Considering
the lower pressure of the inlet and nozzle than the combustor, a range
of 45 psi electronic pressure scanningmodules is used in the inlet and
nozzle, whereas a range of 100 psi electronic pressure scanning
modules is used in the combustor. To obtain the dynamic variation
process of the engine thrust in the variation process, the 13-CYZH-
02A cassette strain gauge balance of the AVIC Aerodynamics
Research Institute is placed under the scramjet model. The balance
can measure three-coordinate forces, and the specific axial force
range of the balance is �4000 N with a standard measurement
uncertainty of 0.30% FS. The balance signal was acquired by the
DH5939E high-frequency signal acquisition system of Donghua
Testing Technology Co., Ltd., with a sampling frequency of 1 kHz.
In addition to the preceding measuring methods, two pressure

sensors are installed on hydrogen and ethylene fuel-supply pipes to
monitor fuel-injection pressures and timing. The two sensors were
recorded at 100 Hz by the Pacific Instruments series 6000 data
acquisition system. Moreover, all experimental data acquisitions
are triggered by the same transistor—transistor logic signal source
to ensure recording-time consistency of these data.

III. Results and Discussion

The variable-Mach hypersonic-propulsion test facility provides
flow simulations with flight Mach numbers varying from 5.0 to 6.0
and vice versa. To reduce the number of variables, only one place in
the second cavity is selected for fuel injection. First, test A1 is carried
out to study the abrupt change in thrust during acceleration. Then, the
influence of equivalence ratio variation on the thrust during accel-
eration is present in test A2. Finally, the comparison of thrust varia-
tion during acceleration and deceleration is investigated by tests A3
and A4. In the deceleration test A5, the equivalence ratio is kept
basically unchanged to explore the effect of only the incoming flow
change on the transition of the flame stabilization mode.

A. Abrupt Change in Thrust During Acceleration

To obtain the abrupt thrust phenomenon, the experiments are
designed as jet-wake stabilized combustion at a low Mach number,
and cavity shear-layer stabilized combustion at a high Mach number
[33]. The acceleration flight condition and equivalence ratios are
shown in test A1. Corresponding to the acceleration period of 3.2 s
from 15.6 s to 18.8 s, the equivalence ratio varies from 0.53 to 0.16.
Figure 6 exhibits the corresponding distributions of the time-aver-

aged surface pressure and the uncertainty of the scramjet model at
different times in the acceleration process. To reduce the influence of
data fluctuation on the experimental results, the integral time is chosen
as 0.05 s toobtain the averagedvalues from thepressure–timehistories,
and thepressures arenormalized by the freestream static pressure of the
corresponding moment. The uncertainty of the data measured in the
experiment is calculated using the Bessel formula. Because the pres-
sure ratio is an indirect measurement parameter, the uncertainty is
calculated according to the indirect measurement uncertainty formula.

First, let us take a look at 15.5 s; the flight condition isMa 5.0. The
inlet-ramp-side surface pressures increase step by step along the
streamwise direction due to the compression effect of the ramp
shocks. In response to the reflections of the shock waves and the
expansion waves, the surface pressure distribution of the isolator
undulates along the flow direction in the front half of the isolator. A
pressure rise can be found at X � 800 mm in the latter half of the
isolator, corresponding to the high equivalence ratio of fuel. The
pressure along the way rises continuously in the combustor and
reaches the highest value in the second cavity, where the fuel is
injected. Then, the air flows through the rear edge of the cavity and
expands with acceleration. Due to the sustained action of the expan-
sion section and the downstream nozzle, the pressure continuously
decreases.With increasing time, the intensity of the inletwave system
becomes stronger as the Mach number of incoming flows increases,
which leads to a continuous increase in the pressure distribution
along the inlet. However, the equivalence ratio continuously
decreases, so the starting point of the high-pressure zone in the
combustor keeps moving backward, and the maximum pressure near
the cavity also gradually decreases. The pressure in the combustion
zone dropped significantly during the time period from 18.5 to 19.0 s,
and the maximum pressure ratio in the downstream cavity area was
dramatically reduced from 25 to 9. According to the pressure dis-
tribution characteristics of typical flame stabilization modes pre-
sented in the referenced article of Yuan et al. [21], the flame
stabilization mode can be judged to be jet-wake stabilized combus-
tion before 18.5 s. As the time increases to 19.0 s, the flame stabili-
zation mode transitions from jet-wake stabilized combustion to
cavity shear-layer stabilized combustion.
Figure 6 shows the abrupt change in the surface pressure distribu-

tions of the scramjet model during the acceleration process, which
will directly affect the thrust performance of the scramjet. With the
help of the cassette strain gauge balance, the joint forces of the
scramjet model can be measured. However, the joint forces include
the external resistance and internal resistance in addition to the thrust.
Furthermore, these forces will change with the variation of the
incoming flow. To obtain the evolution characteristics of the engine

Fig. 6 Pressure ratio distributions along the lowerwall at different times

of test A1.

Fig. 5 Scramjet model mounted on the test section of the variable Mach hypersonic-propulsion test facility.
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thrust, we need to remove such interference factors by carrying out
the no-fuel test corresponding to test A1. By deducting the joint–
force–time history of the no-fuel injection test, the thrust increment
time history generated by combustion under the A1 operating con-
dition can be obtained in Fig. 7. To better obtain the nonlinear
characteristic of the thrust, the thrust data are subjected to 10-Hz
low-pass filter processing to remove the fluctuation disturbance. The
thrust increment reaches the maximum value of 650 N between 15.0
and 15.6 s. The thrust increment associated with the acceleration
process starts to decrease. An abrupt change in the thrust increment
can be noted at approximately 18.7 s, and the magnitude of the thrust
increment decrease is 116 N, which is equivalent to 17.8% of the
maximumvalue of the thrust increment. The time of 18.7 s is included
in the flame stabilizationmode transition process in Fig. 6. Therefore,
the relationship between the abrupt change in thrust and the abrupt
change in pressure will be further analyzed subsequently by analyz-
ing the pressure–time history of themeasuring points near the second
cavity.
Because the fuel is injected upstream of the second cavity, the

pressure data of the measuring points around the second cavity are
more representative of the combustion characteristics. The pressure–
time histories of measuring points D24, D26, and D28 located at the
cowl side are shown in Fig. 8. The D24 measuring point is immedi-
ately upstream of the second cavity. The D26 survey point is located
in the second cavity, and the D28 survey point is located immediately
downstream of the second cavity. Compared to the thrust data in

Fig. 7, a similar abrupt change in the time of 18.7 s can be found in the
pressure–time histories of these three measuring points, which indi-

cates that an abrupt reduction in the combustion intensity occurs.

Abrupt changes in the pressure and thrust apparently occur at the

same time, so it can be presumed that the abrupt change in thrust is
caused by the abrupt change in pressure. Furthermore, the entire

flame stabilization mode transition process is very fast, as shown in

Figs. 7 and 8. In other words, the abrupt changes in pressure and
thrust are the results of flame stabilization mode transitions from jet-

wake stabilized combustion to cavity shear-layer stabilized combus-

tion, which is in agreement with the simulation results of Zhang

et al. [30].

B. Effect of the Equivalence Ratio Variation

To determine the influence of the equivalence ratio variation on the

abrupt change in thrust, test A2was carried out. Compared to test A1,
a smaller amplitude of equivalence ratio variation is adjusted in test

A2, varying from 0.30 to 0.15. Figure 9 presents the thrust increment

versus time during the experimental process of test A2. Two abrupt

changes in the thrust increment occurred at approximately 18.55 and
18.75 s in test A2, which is different from one abrupt change in the

thrust increment of test A1. The first change was at 18.55 s with an

abrupt change amplitude of 90 N, and the second change was at
18.75 s with an abrupt change amplitude of 63 N. Obviously, the

amplitude of the first abrupt change is greater than the amplitude of

the second change. Using the previous analytical methods, the wall

pressure data of test A2will be presented to explore themechanismof
the two abrupt changes in the thrust.
First, the pressure–timevariation curve of themeasuring point near

the downstream cavity is given in Fig. 10. The static pressures ofD24,
D26, andD28 start to rapidly decrease at approximately 18.5 s,which

indicates a sudden decrease in the combustion intensity.However, the

pressure at measuring point D28 did not show a continuous decrease

like the other two measuring points did, but a pressure plateau of
65 kPa with a duration of approximately 0.2 s occurred near 18.75 s.

Then, there was the second sudden drop in the pressure at D28, and

the pressure value after the sudden drop was basically equal to the
pressure at the D24 and D26 measuring points. From the time view-

point, the time of the second abrupt change in pressure at the D28

measuring point is consistent with the time of the second abrupt

change in thrust in Fig. 10. That is to say, there is a certain
correlation between the two abrupt changes. Then, the distributions

of the pressure ratio on the ramp-side of the scramjet at different

times are obtained in Fig. 11. The first abrupt change in pressure
occurred between 18.5 and 18.7 s. The pressure in the downstream

cavity area dropped significantly as a whole. The high-pressure

region moves from the upstream of the cavity to the rear edge of the

Fig. 7 Thrust increment and equivalence ratio vs time of test A1.

Fig. 8 Pressure of themeasuring point near the cavity vs time of test A1.
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cavity and downstream of the cavity. According to the analysis of

the pressure distribution characteristics of different flame stabiliza-

tion modes in the literature [21], the flame stabilization mode

transitions from jet-wake stabilized combustion to combined cavity

shear-layer/recirculation stabilized combustion. The second abrupt

change in pressure occurred between 18.7 and 19.0 s. During

this period, the high-pressure region moves from the downstream

of the cavity to the cavity center, which indicates that the flame
stabilization mode transitions from combined cavity shear-layer/
recirculation stabilized combustion to cavity shear-layer stabilized
combustion. The two transitions of the flame stabilization mode are
accompanied by two abrupt changes in thrust and pressure in test
A2. In other words, the times of the abrupt changes in the pressure
and the thrust are decided by the times of the flame stabilization
mode transition during the test.
Based on the results of test A2, the accelerating process will reduce

the combustion intensity, similar to testA1. The target equivalent ratios
of testsA1andA2are almost the same, but the initial equivalent ratioof
test A1 is significantly higher than that of test A2. Due to the positive
effect of the higher equivalent on the combustion intensity, the com-
bustion flame mode transition timing is delayed by approximately
0.15 s in test A1 compared to test A2, and the transitionMach number
increases from 5.90 to 5.96. Therefore, the differences in the incoming
flow conditions and the fuel-supply status at the mode transition
moment will directly affect the magnitude of the abrupt changes in
the pressure and thrust, and even the times of the abrupt changes.

C. Abrupt Change in Thrust During Deceleration

Asmentioned in the preceding discussions, the acceleration process
is accompanied by abrupt changes in pressure and thrust. In consid-
eration of the coexistence of the acceleration and deceleration proc-
esses under actual flight conditions, deceleration testswere also carried
out in this paper. As shown in Table 3, the corresponding values of the
Mach number variation range and equivalence ratio are almost the
same in the corresponding deceleration experiments for comparisons,
as tests A3 and A4 correspond to tests A1 and A2, respectively.
Figure 12 exhibits the thrust increment vs Mach number for

acceleration test A1 and deceleration test A3. To improve the degree
of comparability, the thrust increment data of the two tests are both
presented on the same x axis with increasing Mach number. There is
an abrupt change in thrust in both the acceleration and deceleration
tests. However, the magnitude of the abrupt change in thrust and the
corresponding Mach number observed while the abrupt change
emerges are different between the acceleration and deceleration tests.
The abrupt change in thrust occurs at Mach 5.96 during the accel-

Fig. 9 Thrust increment and equivalence ratio vs time of test A2.

Fig. 10 Pressure of the measuring point near the cavity vs time of test A2.

Fig. 11 Pressure ratio distributions along the lower wall at different

times of test A2.

Table 3 Flight conditions and equivalence ratios

Test case Flight condition Equivalence ratio

A1 Ma 5.0–6.0 0.53–0.16
A2 Ma 5.0–6.0 0.30–0.15
A3 Ma 6.0–5.0 0.15–0.54
A4 Ma 6.0–5.0 0.14–0.29
A5 Ma 6.0–5.0 0.11–0.12
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eration process, whereas the thrust burst can be shifted to Mach 5.85

during the deceleration process. In addition, the thrust amplitude of

the abrupt change is 158 N in the deceleration process, which is

greater than the related value of 116 N in the acceleration process.

The differences in the characteristics of the abrupt phenomenon are

induced by the hysteresis in combustion efficiency. Compared to the

jet-wake flame stabilization mode, the combustion efficiency of

cavity sheer-layer flame stabilization is much lower [34]. Therefore,

during the deceleration process, a higher equivalence ratio and a

lower Mach number are required to produce sufficient heat to make

the flame stabilization mode transition happen compared to the

acceleration process. Besides, considering the small difference in

the variation range of the equivalence ratio between tests A1 and A3,

the corresponding relationship between the experimental thrust

increment and the equivalence ratio of the two tests is shown in

Fig. 13. It can be seen that the equivalence ratio of the hysteresis

loop is 0.03, which is much greater than the small difference between

the equivalence ratio variation ranges of tests A1 and A3 shown in

Table 3. That is to say, such a difference is not the main cause of the

hysteresis mentioned before.

Furthermore, the effect of the variation-path changing of the

incomingMach number is not limited to the magnitude of the abrupt

change in thrust and the corresponding Mach number. As shown in

Fig. 14, only one abrupt change in the thrust with 148 N occurs in

deceleration test A4, whereas two abrupt changes in the thrust with

90 N and 63 N are found in the corresponding acceleration test A2

with the same equivalence ratio variation. Due to the hysteresis in

combustion efficiency, the Mach number observed while the abrupt
change occurs in the deceleration test is lower than the corresponding
value in the acceleration test, which is in agreement with Fig. 12.
According to the preceding discussions, the times of the abrupt
changes in the thrust are decided by the times of the flame stabiliza-
tion mode transition during the test. In other words, the different
variation paths of the incoming flow can even change the times of the
flame stabilization mode transition. In summary, the variation in
incoming flow conditions and adjustment in equivalence ratio will
be seen to jointly determine the timing, characteristics, and process of
flame stabilization mode transition.
In tests A3 andA4, there is only one abrupt change in thrust during

the deceleration process. To better verify whether therewould be two
flame stabilization mode transitions during the deceleration process,
test A5 is designed to continue to reduce the rate of change of the
equivalence ratio on the basis of test A4. The conditions of test A5 are
shown in Table 3.
The equivalence ratio of test A5was basically unchanged through-

out the experiment, so it can be considered that the effect of the
equivalence ratio on combustion is relatively small, and the change of
combustion in the combustor ismainly caused by the change ofMach
number. It can be seen from Fig. 15 that two abrupt changes in thrust
occurred during the experiment. This shows that by sustaining the
equivalence ratio, two abrupt changes in thrust can also occur during
the process of deceleration. The first abrupt change in thrust occurred
at 16.2 s, the second one occurred at 17.0 s, and the time inter-
val between the two abrupt changes in thrust was 0.8 s. To better
understand the transition process of the flame stabilization mode in
the combustor during the abrupt change in thrust, the pressure in the
combustor is analyzed next. Figure 16 shows the pressure of the
measuring point in the cavity. It can be seen that there are also two
abrupt changes in the pressure in the combustor. Combined with the
preceding analysis, it can be judged that there are two flame stabili-
zation mode transitions in the combustor. First, the pressure at the
trailing edge of the cavity increases, which indicates that the flame
stabilization mode in the combustor is transitioned from the cavity
shear-layer stabilized flame to the combined cavity shear-layer/
recirculation stabilized flame. During the second abrupt change in
the pressure process, the pressure of the three measuring points
increased abruptly at the same time, which indicated that the flame
stabilization mode in the combustor was transitioned from the com-
bined cavity shear-layer/recirculation stabilized flame to the jet-wake
stabilized flame at this time. The results of test A5 show that keeping
the equivalence ratio unchanged, through changing the inflow con-
ditions, can alsomake the transition of the flame stabilizationmode in
the combustor. Therefore, even under the condition of reducing the
Mach number,which is not conducive to the occurrence of two abrupt
changes in thrust, two abrupt changes in thrust still occur,whereas the
equivalence ratio remains unchanged.

Fig. 12 Thrust increment vs Mach number of tests A1 and A3.

Fig. 13 Thrust increment vs equivalence ratio of tests A1 and A3.

Fig. 14 Thrust increment vs Mach number of tests A2 and A4.
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IV. Conclusions

To enrich the understanding of the abrupt change phenomenon

during the Mach number variation process, an experimental study

was performed on a scramjet model with two rows of cavities under

acceleration and deceleration operating conditions, namely, Mach

number shifting between 5.0 and 6.0. Ethylene fuel was only injected

immediately upstream of the back-row cavities to reduce variables.

To better study the abrupt change in the thrust phenomenon, the

experiments were designed as jet-wake stabilized combustion at a

low Mach number and cavity shear-layer stabilized combustion at a

high Mach number. In addition, different fuel supply strategies were

carried out to make the flame stabilization mode transition happen.

With the aid of the surface pressure measurement and the cassette

strain gauge balance, the history of the surface pressure distribution

and the thrust increment were recorded.

According to the currently obtained experimental results, an

abrupt change at 116 N can be found in the history of the thrust

increment of acceleration test A1 with the equivalence ratio varying

from 0.53 to 0.16. Simultaneously, a relatively abrupt change was

found in the pressure signals of the cavity pressure measuring points.

Therefore, we can presume that the abrupt change in thrust is caused

by the abrupt change in pressure. The abrupt change in pressure

and thrust is the result of the flame stabilization mode varying from

jet-wake stabilized combustion to cavity shear-layer stabilized

combustion according to the pressure distribution characteristics of
typical flame stabilization modes.
As the equivalence ratio varied from 0.30 to 0.15, two novel abrupt

changes in the thrust occurred under the same acceleration condition
as test A2. The target equivalence ratios of tests A1 andA2 are almost
the same, but the initial equivalence ratio of test A1 is significantly
higher than that of test A2. Due to the positive effect of the higher
equivalent to the combustion intensity, the combustion flame mode
transition timing is delayed by approximately 0.15 s in test A1
compared to test A2, and the transition Mach number increases from
5.90 to 5.96. Therefore, the differences in the incoming flow con-
ditions and the fuel-supply status at the mode transition moment will
directly affect the magnitude of the abrupt change in the pressure and
thrust, and even the times of the abrupt changes.
Compared with the acceleration process, the abrupt change was

accompanied by the flame stabilization mode transition in the de-
celeration process. However, due to the difference in the hysteresis
in combustion efficiency, a higher equivalence ratio and a lower
Mach number were required to produce sufficient heat to make the
flame stabilization mode transition occur in the deceleration process
compared to the acceleration process, because the magnitude of
the abrupt change in thrust and the corresponding Mach number
observed while the abrupt change emerges are different between
the acceleration and deceleration tests. Furthermore, the different
variation paths of the incoming flow can even change the times of the
flame stabilization mode transition. By keeping the equivalence
ratio basically unchanged during the deceleration process, there also
will be two flame stabilization mode transitions during the dece-
leration process. In other words, the characteristics of the abrupt
change during the flame stabilization mode transition process are
determined by the combined effect of the changing paths of the
incoming flow condition and the equivalence ratio.
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